F'or human missions to Mars, the top priority is a safe return of the crew to Earth. In the case of an emergency, trajectories that naturally return to the Earth with 110 intwentioII are preferred. In this paper we use automated design software to compute all possible Mars Free Return trajectories from 1995 to 2020, given constraints on the total time of flight and on the launch energy. The resulting data file contains all of the previously known types of returns.
Introduction
The anticipation of a human mission to Mars in the next millennium has stimulated a number of mission analysis studies. These include important topics such as propulsion the Earth is moving into conjunction with Mars at the time of Mars arrival. These missions are characterized by low-energy trajectories and have a relatively long stay time (0.8 to 1.5 years). They can be used during the early exploratory phase where many tasks need to be done on the planetary surface.
For initial piloted missions, the Free Return class will most likely be the mission of choice since these trajectories do not require a deterministic maneuver to return the spacecraft to the Earth in the event of an emergency (e.g., Apollo 13). A subset of the Free Return class trajectories, but can also be used to discover new trajectories much more efficiently, In this paper we use the algorithm to compute all possible Mars Free Return trajectories with times of flight (TOFS) less than 4 years and for low to moderate launch energies.
Numerical Study
Considerable insight into the numerical results can be gained by recalling that the orbital period of Mars can be approximated (to three significant figures) by 1 ~ years. This implies that the Earth-Mars synodic period is about 2; years. Thus in 2} years the two planets repeat their relative positions in space, but these positions advance by $ of a circle (51.4 degrees) in inertial space. In 7 synodic periods (about 15 years) the inertial positions repeat. Many of these trajectories have high launch energy requirements and high Mars arrival Vm's (Fig. 4) . Among these are Opposition class trajectories. Figure 5 shows a typical conic trajectory for this class. We see that the Mars gravity assist has a large effect on the trajectory; therefore, these orbits cannot be analyzed as small perturbations of collision orbits (which naturally re-encounter the Earth with no gravity assist or deep-space maneuver). The analysis of collision orbits (which we discuss later) will improve the understanding of many of the families, but cannot predict all of them precisely.
We also note in Fig. 1 that the trajectories occur in three ranges of flight time around 1.5, 2, and 3 years. The spacing of about 2$ years between launch windows is, of course, driven by the synodic period. In the case of TOF N 2 years, the reason for a second set of windows, offset by about 0.6 years is due to the fact that, for Escalator orbits (which we will discuss later) there are two opportunities to encounter Mars in Free Return trajectories: one before aphelion of the trajectory and one after aphelion. 
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H6non presents numerous tables containing solutions of Equation (1), that is, various combinations of T and q that solve the timing condition. We use these tables in our analysis.
They include the values for q/m (number of revolutions), ~/n (flight time in Earth years), orbit type, a, and e; thus, they represent numerous trajectories that depart from Earth and re-encounter the Earth after a specified time interval.
The H6non consecutive collision orbits can bc used to predict Free Return trajectories to hlars by the addition of a constraint: the aphelion of the collision orbit must be greater than the orbital radius of Mars. Several trajectories obtained from numerical analysis appear in I16non's tables;24 a few of these trajectories are summarized in Table 3 
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